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“NICHE” DOESN’T MEAN SMALL

FIGURE 1.1
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Arc of Attention

The Right Side—High Trust
!

On the right side of the spectrum are “Mom/Dad/Best Friends”—the
people who know and trust us (or your company/brand), and are therefore willing to give you a big slice of attention just because you asked for
it. If you call up a best friend and ask them to meet with you for two
hours to review a demo, product, blog post or talk, they will—even if it
makes zero sense to them.
This side of the arc also includes the few people who somehow run
across your product, as crappy or obtuse as your website is—and just “get
it.” You don’t need to explain anything to them, because intuitively they
know what you can do, why it matters and how to use you service. All
of these Early Adopters are willing to invest a lot more mental energy to
figure out what you’re doing and how they can benefit. They give you a
lot of leeway—which is invaluable in getting a new company, product, or
leadgen program off the ground.
But it becomes a liability—and often a rude awakening—when you
start expecting everyone to give you that same leeway.
The Left Side—No Trust
On the opposite end, there are the people who have never heard of you
or your company. When people don’t know you, they’ll only give you a
tiny sliver of their attention to figure you out. If they don’t click with you
within that window, they move on.
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NAIL A NICHE

Where is your sweet spot of Target, Pain &

Now, if you’re in the same situation, do you blame the prospects for
not getting it—or do you admit you have work to do?
!

BIG COMPANIES SUFFER, TOO
A top-five global software company hired us to help the salespeople of
a particular division improve their prospecting. These salespeople, with
limited time, were spending too much time researching rather than campaigning. When they did call or email people, they rarely got responses.
The salespeople were as frustrated as the execs: “We want to prospect,
but what we’re doing is just a waste of time.”
Ideally they should create a specialized sales team of junior prospectors to do most of the outbound prospecting, but that was impractical.
They needed to do something now.
This team of salespeople sold to $1 billion-plus companies, like Bank
of America, who often had multiple divisions. The company had a product list of at least 10 or 15 respected technology solutions they could
pitch, to pretty much any kind of executive: IT, sales, marketing, finance,
HR … basically anyone.
Their email, phone, and time management techniques weren’t the
main problem. They suffered from selling too many things to too many
targets, and bouncing around instead of focusing.
They’d target the CEO of a bank on marketing, then a CTO for
databases, HR for people management, and so on. It’s the same Nail A
Niche problem we’ve discussed, just in a different format.
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NAIL A NICHE

FIGURE 2.2 Nailing A Niche is the first step of turning struggle
into success.

!

of exciting ideas, and didn’t want to pick “just one.” When I felt like
I could do anything, what did I want to do? I had no idea.
I left to visit a friend in China for a couple of weeks, to get away and
reflect. At some point during the trip, I still had no idea what I wanted
to do next, but I realized:
●
●
●

●

●

I didn’t want to start a software company anymore.
I didn’t want to raise money to start a company.
I wanted to be able to work on what I wanted, when I wanted, and
with whom I wanted.
I wanted to make as much money as I wanted, doing what I loved. I
had no idea what that was or how I’d do it, but I’d figure it out along
the way.
What I loved to do most was partnering and working with people I
trust. In other words, what I did, didn’t feel as important as with whom
I did it.

What I did, didn’t feel as important as with whom I did it.
So, for the next three years, 2007–2010, I tried different niches,
bouncing around like so many companies I’ve seen—software or
services—trying different combinations of who to go after and what to
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Download the Nail A Niche workbook at: FromImpossible.com/niche
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CREATE PREDICTABLE PIPELINE

Customer Success is a beautiful way to fertilize

This field is now commonly called Customer Success Management
or just Customer Success. It means systematically reducing customer
churn, increasing upsells, increasing referrals, and helping capture more
and better case studies and testimonials.
But this is really important: Customer Success is not about increasing
customer satisfaction, but creating revenue growth.
Customer Success is not about increasing customer satisfaction, but creating revenue growth.
What Customer Success Isn’t
Customer Success is not free help. It isn’t glorified customer support.
And, like sales, it should be a revenue driver, not a cost center. As with
sales, you should make money, or avoid losing it, by investing in this role.
Most important, though, Customer Success is a mindset, starting at the
CEO level—on targeting, creating product for, and servicing the kinds
of customers that need your product.
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SEEDS—CUSTOMER SUCCESS

51

FIGURE 5.2 Turn your revenue funnel into an hourglass by
tracking how Customer Success affects revenue.
We believe that the future standard for all executive teams will
include a head of Customer Success who’s on the same level as the
heads of Sales, Marketing, and Demand Generation.
!

Turn Your Sales & Marketing Funnel Into A Revenue Hourglass
Customer Success is a growth investment just like marketing and sales.
Instead of a triangular funnel, think of it as an hourglass:
By investing in Customer Success, you should see:
●

●

●

Lower churn: The easiest revenue comes from keeping the customers
you have.
More revenue: More referrals to new customers; more willingness to
try and buy your other offerings (upselling & cross-selling).
Better marketing: You can improve everything in lead generation and
sales with detailed case studies (success stories) and testimonials from
happy, successful customers.

Six Keys to Customer Success
Do you retain 95% of your customers month-to-month? That sounds like
something to be proud of—until you do the math. That’s 5% churn per
month, or 60% per year. In other words, you have to replace 60% of your
revenue every year just to break even.
What if you have monthly 98% retention/2% churn? That’s still 25%
a year, or a quarter of your revenue.
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CREATE PREDICTABLE PIPELINE

FIGURE 6.1 What content is loved by your market AND creates
measurable results?
!

Pros and Cons of Marketing-Generated Leads
●

●

Pros: Often easy to generate high volumes of leads; some kinds of marketing programs are scalable; content published online can generate
leads forever; highly measurable.
Cons: The leads aren’t “free”—there can be high fixed costs for generating leads (mainly time and salaries); low conversion rates, since
most leads aren’t a fit; usually works better at reliably generating leads
at small/medium businesses than at enterprises—at least for the first
few years.
THE FORCING FUNCTION YOUR MARKETING
LEADER NEEDS: A “LEAD COMMIT”

First, don’t worry about all the ways you can create inbound leads.
Because the #1 place to start with improving marketing is to create a
Forcing Function for the leader. Your VP Sales has a quota—why doesn’t
your VP Marketing? Your sales team has a quota—your marketing team
and leader have to have one, too—as a Lead Commit.
Everyone hires marketing folks who have squishy goals. Half
of startups and probably 90% of other kind of businesses miss this,
and don’t have any kind of concrete Lead Commit at all. It’s the
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CREATE PREDICTABLE PIPELINE

Careful targeting is the key to outbound success.

If you don’t have an outbound program yet, maybe your team
still believes that “I don’t want to cold call,” or “It’s a burnout job,” or
“We don’t want to interrupt people who don’t know us.” These are valid
but misplaced ideas about how world-class outbound prospecting works.
You don’t need to cold call, although you can. Outbound prospecting
shouldn’t be a burnout job, if it’s done right. And it’s not about interrupting people who don’t need you; rather, it’s about reaching out in friendly
ways to find the people who do.
What are its advantages? (Even if you already have massive amounts
of inbound leads?)
When salespeople have been trained as prospectors, they
develop the mindset and skills to be entrepreneurial and make
things happen instead of waiting around for something to happen for them.
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CREATE PREDICTABLE PIPELINE

FIGURE 7.2 Common challenges in systematizing outbound
prospecting.
Since then, the problems of outbound keep evolving:
1. Human error is growing. Email and call automation has increased
human error, because more activity equals more errors in response
handling, following up, updating sales systems, and territory/account
conflicts.
2. Data is a never-ending problem: New data sources are constantly
being created, but most prospectors still spend two to three hours a
day building and fixing lists.
3. A new knee-jerk reaction to problems is “send more email!” replacing the old reaction of “make more calls!” Doing more of what’s not
working isn’t a solution.
4. Overdependence on a single technique, whether it’s researching, or
cold calling, or templates, or … —rather than ensuring prospectors
are experts in two to four complementary techniques, and understand
the pros and cons of each. No one technique will work all the time,
efficiently.
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5. Obsessing over simplistic metrics like email open and response rates
at the expense of understanding how the entire funnel works.
6. Task, tool, & app overwhelm. Higher-volume prospecting means
more to-do lists, more follow-up tasks, and more apps, overloading
prospectors.
7. Phone calls aren’t obsolete: Don’t let reps succumb to “phone fear.”
Pick up the damn phone! Prospectors should be having live conversations every day.
8. Dashboard problems: With human error, misconceptions about how
outbound should work, and common sales force app configuration
errors, it’s surprisingly hard for executives to get accurate and complete outbound funnel metrics.

!

Unsurprisingly, after many years of consulting with companies on
Predictable Revenue projects to help them build outbound prospecting
teams or restructure sales teams, we cofounded a company called
Carb.io, a new kind of Pipeline Automation Software, to solve these
recurring problems. I wish I’d had it back at Salesforce.com.
For example, an early customer, Agility Recovery, saw:
●

Higher quantity: Initial calls (called AWAF, or “Are We A Fit” calls),
grew from 16 a month per prospector to 15 a week per prospector,
approximately a 400% increase. Usually the prospector holds the first
AWAF with a prospect, confirms a possible fit, then schedules a longer

FIGURE 7.3 Enemy #1: Human Error
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CREATE PREDICTABLE PIPELINE

FIGURE 7.4 Modern outbound sales development needs much
more than email and phone scripts.

●

Demo or Discovery call for them with a senior salesperson, who qualifies and accepts or rejects the opportunity.
Higher quality: They raised their AWAF “call-to-close” rate from
4.6% to 12%. So out of 100 initial calls, they about tripled how many
deals they closed, with better data and targeting, vastly fewer tasks
and to-do’s, fewer human errors, and accurate tracking and reporting.
For more, see.
CASE STUDY: ZENEFITS’ OUTBOUND LESSONS

Robby Allen joined Zenefits in May 2014 to work for Matt Epstein, just
as the company had secured its Series B funding. At the time, a priority was Doubling Their Deal-size (which we’ll get to in Part IV), tilting
upmarket from very small businesses toward bigger opportunities and
deals at companies of 100–300 or more employees.
In his first two months as manager of the outbound prospecting
team, Robby doubled the team to 24 people. Two months later, he initiated the outbound operation’s move from San Francisco to Scottsdale,
Arizona, where overhead costs were significantly lower. Hiring in the
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MAKE SALES SCALABLE

Different roles makes it easier to break out different steps in your
processes, which means clearer metrics.
Less visibility, accountability: When things aren’t working, lumped
responsibilities obscure what or who is gong wrong, making it harder
to isolate and fix problems.

It’s not just prospecting and closing that conflict. These same issues
apply if your salespeople are both closing accounts and managing them,
or any kind of combination.
Without specializing, your team will struggle. Full stop. Doesn’t matter if you have amazing customers, product, and closers—you won’t make
the most of any of it without the right structure.
In football, rugby, baseball, hockey, cricket, basketball … well, every
sport I know, there are specialized roles. Goalie. Forward. Point Guard.
Catcher. There’s gotta be a team sport that doesn’t have positions, but I
haven’t found one yet.
Specialization is standard in Silicon Valley. And growing. But still the
exception. So why do most companies expect one salesperson to fill all
their own “positions” of prospecting, responding to leads, closing, and
managing accounts? Usually because that’s how it’s always been done.
Exactly how you make specialization work for your particular situation is up to you. The principle is about helping your people focus and
do fewer things better—because when salespeople multitask (overtask),
most end up doing many things poorly.
When salespeople multitask (overtask), 90% of them end up
doing many things poorly.

FIGURE 10.1
better.

Specialize people so they can do fewer things,
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Specializing your roles is the #1 most important thing for creating
predictable, scalable sales growth.
Prospectors need to prospect. They shouldn’t close; respond to
inbound leads, or act as part-time telemarketers when marketing’s trying
to fill events.
Okay … and when you do need prospectors to juggle tasks, try to
have their non-prospecting work fill up less than 10–20% of their time.
The same is true of new-business closers: other kinds of work should be
a small percentage of their time. Think complement, not distraction.
And, yes, your closers should prospect—we will never tell you
that anyone on your team should wait around for business to come to
them—but only to a handful of strategic accounts or partners—think
special situations, not tons of cold calling or cold emailing.
If you’re seeing recurring problems in your team, or some vital function just isn’t happening or is weak across multiple people, look first
to structure. Maybe changing roles and responsibilities is the Forcing
Function needed to deal with it. For example, with the right Sales Development team to help pre-qualify inbound leads or focus on prospecting,
any “sales and marketing” divide mostly goes away.
While every team is different and creates different flavors, start with
the template of four categories of roles that fit most (but of course, not
all) companies:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Inbound lead qualification
Outbound prospecting
Closing new business
Post-sales roles, such as account management, professional services,
and Customer Success

FIGURE 10.2 The Four Core sales roles.
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SALES LEADERS

FIGURE 11.1
stage.
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The type of VP Sales skills you need changes by

just start selling from day 2, and deals will happen simply because of
their passion. The Evangelist can seem like just who you need to hire—if
you’ve never hired a VP Sales. You’ll like the Evangelist—a lot.
The problem with Evangelists? They’ve never actually built or
scaled or systematized sales. They know how to think creatively and
cross-functionally. They’re fun to work with. But 9 times out of 10, this
is a waste of a hire and your time. Why? Because the founder/CEO has
to be the Evangelist, along with the first one or two reps you hire.
Type 2: “Mr. Make-It-Repeatable” (go from $1 million to
$10 million)
In this phase, you have some customers. Not a ton, but some. You have
some in-bound leads. You’ve hired one to four reps on your own. But you
have no idea, or ability, of how to scale and make it predictable.
This job is about taking “something is happening here and there
and we’re not always sure why” to “something is happening over and
over again and we know why.” This VP Sales has to make it happen. He
can’t pretend or hide behind PowerPoint presentations or “pipeline”
dashboards.
This is the lucky find that every early company that’s ready to grow
really needs. The problem is that most VPs of Sales struggle in this phase,
because most got their titles by successfully growing something that was
already regularly working systematically—not by being the one who systematized it.
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1. Big customers (Fortune 500/Global 2000 types)—not many, but each
paying a lot
2. Small and medium-sized businesses, each paying four or five figures
a year
3. A large group of very small businesses paying very little individually,
but a material amount as a group
He asked me where I thought he should place his bets. On one hand,
their largest customers were very important and were creating six-figure
deals. On the other hand, they didn’t represent the majority of revenue
and were a ton of work.
He showed me his customer list, ranked by revenue. His largest customer, a Fortune 500 leader, was paying him $100,000 a year. I told him
that I was pretty sure, given the importance of the problem he was solving and its impact across the enterprise, that this number-one customer
could pay them at least $300,000 a year. The CEO turned to me and
!

!

FIGURE 16.1 How much of your revenue comes from which
different customer segments?
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Going Upmarket
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FIGURE 17.1 Going upmarket can increase both Customer
Success and revenue.
!

Now come up with a slight extension of that same product whereby
some team or segment of an entire enterprise can use it together.
Let’s call it just five seats to start, instead of one. Maybe you add
management-level analytics. And then some sort of collaboration. I’m
not sure what it will be for you, but let’s call it the most basic features
necessary so that a team or a group will buy, instead of an individual
user. Often it’s around extra reporting features, administration, security,
or configuration controls.
What you’ll find is epic on the churn side. As the deal gets just
a smidge bigger, your churn will drop by 50–80%, toward 1–1.5%
per month. As you add more seats, the churn will trend toward
0% and eventually become negative: your customers will add more seats
than they cancel over time.
Since SaaS compounds and is a long-term play, over three-plus
years you’ll be just so far ahead. That single-seat user that left after eight
months might be gone forever. But that five-seat team edition sales
customer is still there in year 2 and year 3, paying you, and maybe even
adding seats.
Within a $30/month product, all of a sudden you’ve gone from a
$240 customer lifetime value for the single-seat purchase to a $5,400
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DO THE TIME

FIGURE 18.1
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The strange thing to me isn’t that almost everyone has a Year of Hell.
The strange thing is that when people get through it (if they do), most
times the business does more than just improve; it Reignites and grows
faster than ever.
That Reignition comes because the hell you go through forces you
to you retool what was stuck. If you embrace it, and adapt, rather than
keep doing the same old same old. David Ulevitch of OpenDNS had
two different Year of Hell (lucky him). In 2010, just after returning as
CEO, David had a Year of Culture Hell, because people were rudderless
after a year under a prior, professional CEO. In 2012, he had a Year of
Growth Hell because the company wasn’t growing fast enough, and they
had to retool the entire sales and marketing system, applying many of
the same ideas we’ve already covered in prior sections of this book. In
both cases, OpenDNS came out of the Hell Years stronger—first with
energized people, and then with predictable, scalable sales systems.
If you keep at it in your Year of Hell, you’ll see Reignition. A reacceleration of growth. It may be a full year after the Year of Hell (what we
saw at EchoSign), but it does happen often. If you have good customers,
decent product, a committed team, and you keep at it with 100% dedication, unless the entire market collapses (rare in true SaaS), you’ll see
Reignition, too.
Patience and dedication will see you through.
Don’t give up. Do The Time and you’ll see.
Don’t give up. Do The Time and you’ll see.
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EMBRACE EMPLOYEE OWNERSHIP

FIGURE 21.1 Push decisions down to avoid executive
bottlenecks and develop your people
When you’re a CEO with a payroll to meet, you learn quickly
what a waste of energy excuses are.
●

!
●

●

●

●

“Asking for advice, not the answer,” and gaining confidence in yourself, your ideas, and initiative. How did you end up in your current
role? It was probably because you’ve always followed your own intuition and desires, instead of happening because other people thought
you should do it or would be great at it.
Making decisions as the authority, not deferring to others—and then
avoiding responsibility for the results.
Getting used to being uncomfortably honest and transparent, including dealing with problems now rather than pushing them off. Does
someone on the team need to go or change? Is there a problem with
a new product, leads, or sales that no one wants to admit because
it’d cause an embarrassingly painful reforecasting for the CEO
and board?
Embracing and taking appropriate credit for your successes and
responsibility for failures, and not denying or hiding from either
one. And honestly giving credit where credit is due—again, whether
people contributed or screwed up.
Learning how to grow, improve from, and get used to inevitable disappointments and failures. If you’re not failing, frustrated, or disappointed almost every day about something, you’re too comfortable.
If you’re not failing, frustrated, or disappointed almost every
day about something, you’re too comfortable.
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The Four Types (+1)
Axis 1: Motivation (Ambition + Passion): What’s the total amount
of energy regardless if it’s from ambition or passion that an employee
demonstrates?
Axis 2: Agitation (Frustration + Communication): This isn’t how agitated that person gets, but how actively and constructively they agitate
for change.

!

1. Mini-CEO: This is your natural internal entrepreneur, who isn’t afraid
to take charge of a program and push it forward. They are naturally
frustrated by most everything, because they can see how much better
it can be and want to act to make it so. These employees can be a pain
to manage but can also create big breakthroughs. They may or may
not be long-term employees, depending on how far they can take the
opportunity they have with your business.
What to do: The bigger the challenge you can give these employees to bite into, and room to maneuver with it, the better. Being

FIGURE 22.1 The four types of employees (excluding the
Toxic/Liar type)
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DEFINE YOUR DESTINY

FIGURE 23.1 Don’t let yourself chicken out … go through with it
in any way you can.

●

●

●
●
●

9:28am Page 272

Specialize people’s roles so that prospectors prospect, and closers
close.
Raise sponsorship money for an event or publication that isn’t yet complete.
First publish a Kickstarter page, and then raise money through it.
To learn a language, buy a one-way ticket to that country.
To limit your smartphone use, switch to a dumb/flip phone.

Technically, Forcing Functions don’t have to have a specific
date—like raising money from investors. But when you’re exposing your
people to this for the first time, you’ll want to start with specific dates.
They work.
In Review
1. Pick a date (often two to three weeks out, unless it’s a big thing).
2. Choose what’s going to happen on that date.
3. Tell other people about it!
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DEFINE YOUR DESTINY

FIGURE 24.1 You have one, even if you don’t appreciate or
understand it yet.
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career, you have to stand out. Discover what makes you different, learn
how to express (market) it, and apply it in a way that solves others’ problems, whether they’re coworkers or customers.
Discover what makes you different, learn how to express
(market) it, and apply it in a way that solves others’
problems.
Does your resume cover 100 different things you can do? Chances
are you’re sounding generic and vague to others, so they don’t “click” with
why they should hire, promote, or recruit you. How do your executives
perceive you—as someone to watch or as a face in a crowd?
Being different and unique can create buzz.
Being different and unique can take courage.
A great brand (personal or business) repels as much as it attracts.
Because it stands for something. And when you stand for something, no
matter what it is, many others are bound to disagree.
Instead of thinking about all the stuff you could or should do, what
do you want to do? Rather than thinking about many talents and skills
you have, what problems or goals do you want to apply them to? What
do you want to do or create, that you would be proud of?
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Instead of thinking about all the stuff you could or should do,
what do you want to do?

Uncovering Your Unique Genius
Once you ask the question, “What is my Unique Genius?” your mind will
begin trying to answer it. Here are some questions to help you figure out
how to better combine money and meaning.
Once you ask the question, “What is my Unique Genius?” your
mind will begin trying to answer it.
●

What do you want to learn about, if you could learn about anything?
List at least 10 things, and then pick the top few.
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FIGURE 24.2
it pretty).

List out all your interests (you don’t need to make
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